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Narrator: Scooby-Doo and his pals from mystery inc. went to a concert to see their favorite rock band, the electric pickle. Shaggy and Scooby loved the concert arena, especially the snack booth.

Narrator: Daphne and Velma loved to dance to the beat. Fred loved the band's groovy tunes. Scooby and Shaggy thought the Electric Pickly played great music to eat by!

Daphne: Jeepers, there sure is a lot of fog! I wonder how Steve Stringbean, the lead singer, can see anything?

Narrator: Suddenly, as the fog cleared, there was a nasty surprise!

Shaggy: Zoinks, it's a zombie! Like, it looks like there's a new lead singer!

Scooby-Doo: A r-rombie?! *gulps*

Velma: There are no such things as Zombies.
Zombie(crowd): *singing* *I'm the Rock n Roll Zombie, oh yeah, yeah! I'll bite your nose, and nibble on your toes!*

Fred: Come on gang! We've got to stop that Zombie. He's kidnapping Steve Stringbean!

Narrator: As usual, Shaggy and Scooby didn't want to go along.

Velma: We've searched everywhere and there's no sign of them.

Fred: Well, gang, looks like we have another mystery on our hands.

Shaggy: Awe, Scoob and I were afraid you were gonna say that!

Narrator: The Mystery Inc. kids looked for suspects and clues.

Suspect #1(Band Manager): It's a catastrophe! A crime! Then again, it makes for great publicity.

Narrator: The gang split up to look for the zombie and Steve Stringbean. Fred, Daphne, and Velma checked Steve's dressing room.

Velma: Jinkies, look at this! Somebody sure uses a lot of makeup!
Narrator: Meanwhile in the light booth, Shaggy and Scooby were in luck. Bad luck that is!

Narrator: The rock and roll zombie jumped out of an electrical closet!

Zombie (crowd): Arrrrgh! Shaggy: Like, come on, Scoob! Scooby: Roooh!

Zombie (crowd): *singing* Oh yeah! You can run and you can hide! But in the end, I'm gonna make you cry-yi-yi!

Narrator: While Scooby and Shaggy were getting chased, the rest of the gang were interviewing suspects.

Suspect #2 (Molly Twigg): If you ask me, he deserves to get kidnapped. He dumped me!

Narrator: Velma thought Molly or Nigel Moneybucks might be behind the mystery. Or maybe it was former band member Motley Mange.

Suspect #3 (Band Member): Yeah, he kicked me out of the pickle! We was mates!

Narrator: Just then, Scooby and Shaggy made a dramatic re-entrance. They had lost the Rock 'n' Roll Zombie!
Fred: Hmm! This gives me an idea!

Daphne: We have replaced Steve Stringbean with two new lead singers! Please welcome back the Electric Pickle... with Shaggy and Scooby-Doo!

Shaggy: *singing* Like, monsters chase us all the time, man! Zoinks! We run as fast as we can, man!

Scooby: *singing backup* Roh-roh-roh!

Narrator: The Rock 'n' Roll Zombie didn't like Shaggy and Scooby's singing one bit!

Zombie (crowd): *Going after them* Rrrrargh!

Narrator: Fred and Velma were ready for the zombie's attack. Quick as a wink, the zombie was captured!

Fred's plan has worked.

Velma: Just as I thought! These crooked security guards were behind the Rock 'n' Roll Zombie mystery! Only they had the keys to the dressing rooms, where they stashed the zombie makeup kit!

Narrator: Steve Stringbean was found safe, tied-up in the basement. The security guards planned to hold him for ransom.
Security Guard (crowd): We would have gotten away with it too if it weren't for you meddling kids and your dog!

Narrator: The Electric Pickle concert came back on, and they rocked! They even invited the Mystery, Inc. gang to join them on stage with Shaggy and Scooby-Doo as backup singers!

Shaggy and Scooby: *singing* Roh-yeah-yeah! Scooby- dooby-doo!